
3.1. Contextual Inquiry  

3.1.1. Participant 1: Chris 

Chris is a talented graphic designer who had difficultly completing coursework to achieve a 
professional degree in a traditional academic setting. He has been working two jobs to support 
himself and his common-law partner (who also works full-time), and he currently has an 
outstanding balance of $8,000 in student loan debt. Unfortunately, he is very unhappy with his 
current work situation because he does not enjoy the work and it does not pay him very well. In 
his spare time, he creates paintings, illustrations, digital designs, and experimental music. He has 
been searching for paid internships and graphic design contracts (part-time, full-time, or 
freelance), but has been unsuccessful in landing anything. He believes he may improve his 
employment prospects by expanding his portfolio and enhancing his proficiency in the Adobe 
Creative Suite, namely Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign. While his recent efforts have focused 
on trying to land an employment contract in graphic design, he seems intrigued by the idea of 
expanding his skill set through one of the many online learning options available to him. 
 

!
Figure 3.1: Chris at home, using Google Search to begin his online search for a job. !
The following observations were made during the contextual inquiry with Chris, noting any 
important opportunities and breakdowns in the process. 
Task 1: Conduct a job search 

Chris is interested in creative positions in Canada and went to Google Search to find the website 
for Work in Culture, where he would like to conduct his job search (Figure 3.1). Upon arriving 
on the landing page of the website, Chris found an item in the top navigation menu called “Job 



Board”, selected it and was redirected to the job board. He then used the filter drop down menu 
to filter job postings by “full-time” (Figure 3.2).  

Breakdown: Work in Culture only allows users to filter search results by one criterion at a time. 
Chris wanted the ability to filter his results by city and category. 

Figure 3.2: Chris perusing the full-time job listings on the Work in Culture website. 

As Chris continued browsing through the filtered search results, he offered that he was primarily 
looking at job titles, followed by qualifications, salary, whether the company is legitimate and 
reputable, and the location of the position. He quickly scanned up and down the filtered search 
results until something caught his attention, then he would click on the job title of a search result 
to read more about the position. Chris suggested that it would be helpful if he was only provided 
with a list of search results for jobs that he was qualified for, rather than clicking on a result to 
read more, only to learn that he is missing experience or skills (Figure 3.3).  

Opportunity: It would be useful to employment seekers if their profile contained information 
related to their career search, which could then be used to determine (and notify them about) 
qualified job postings. 

Chris felt as though the job postings listed in Monster and Work in Culture provided too much 
text and were daunting to peruse. Chris also expressed that he does not like it when job search 
engines or employers ask you to complete a form as part of the application process; he prefers to 
upload his resume and cover letter. He puts a lot of time into designing his resume and wants to 
be able to showcase it. 

Opportunity: Seekers may prefer to keep a copy of their resume on file and use this to apply for 
positions. 

Breakdown: During a search on Monster, Chris encountered a position of interest to him and 
wanted to learn more about the employer, but no link to the employer's website was provided. He 



found an email address and copied the words after the @ sign, then pasted it into the search bar 
to get to the employer's website. 

Figure 3.3: Chris perusing a job posting and expressing that the amount of text found in job 
postings can often be excessive and off-putting. 

Task 2: Conduct an education search 

Chris is not interested in pursuing a degree or a college diploma; rather he would like to take an 
online course, which will provide him with instruction on the skills he wants to develop. He 
starts by conducting a Google search.  

Breakdown: Chris selects the first option from the list of search results and it redirects him to a 
website that is full of ads and text. He determines that the website is not a legitimate source and 
returns to his Google search results. 

He then recognizes a result for something at Lynda.com, an online software training company 
that he recalls a friend referring him to a while back. He clicks on the link and is redirected to 
Lynda.com. Once on the Lynda.com website, Chris is confused by the information displayed on 
the screen and realizes that the particular course he was redirected to is not relevant to his needs. 
He looks for a way to conduct a search for courses within Lynda.com. He discovers a series of 
courses related to design skills, but it is not immediately apparent to him if the course will cost 
him money and he is not entirely sure how the service works. He notices a button entitled, “Get 
Started” and clicks on it. He is redirected to the membership page, where he is provided with a 
series of membership options, starting at $25/month (Figure 3.4). 

Breakdown: He is annoyed that this information was not made more obvious when he first 
landed on their website and began perusing the course offerings. 



Chris is still intrigued by the course offerings and continues to peruse them by subject.  He 
selects “Design” from the list of subjects and clicks on different courses to learn more. 

Figure 3.4: Chris discovers the membership options on Lynda.com and selects “Design” from 
the Subject drop down menu to view design-related courses.  !
Task 3: Conduct a search for education funding 

Since Chris is not planning on attending college or university, and most funding options are 
typically only available to post-secondary or post-graduate students, it does not make sense to 
conduct a search for funding his online learning.  

Opportunity: There are often several deals available for people interested in taking an online 
course — for example, first month free for subscription-based offerings or temporary sales for 
specific a la carte courses — and it might be useful to inform users of these deals so they can 
take advantage of them. 

3.1.2. Participant 2: Jacob 

Jacob is a very mature teenager who is currently in his final year of high school and is currently 
contemplating his career goals. His mother is an elementary school teacher. He participated in a 
co-op placement at a local elementary school last year, which provided him with valuable work 
experience. Jacob offered that he really enjoyed this experience and that his supervisor thought 
very highly of him and his potential to be a teacher, maybe even a principal. Unfortunately, the 
economic outlook for teachers is very poor at this time and Jacob is considering other career 
options. His current preference is to be a firefighter because he feels that he is good in a crisis 
and is not afraid of burning buildings and the sight of blood. Presently, he has no experience in 
firefighting and has not met, spoken with or shadowed any firefighters. When asked if he thought 
it would be helpful if he could meet a firefighter and learn more about the job through shadowing 
a firefighter for the day, he demonstrated a lot of enthusiasm. When asked why he has not sought 



this out yet, he offered that it was because he did not know any firefighters and did not feel 
comfortable walking into a fire station unannounced to seek more information and experience. 
Lastly, Jacob informed me that he conducts roughly 90% of his Internet use on his iPhone, so it 
will be especially important to conduct usability tests with more mobile users and ensure that the 
service is optimized for mobile interactions. 

!
Figure 3.5: Jacob at home, starting his job search using Google Search. He feels that top search 
results are the most relevant to his search. 

The following observations were made during the contextual inquiry with Jacob, noting any 
important opportunities and breakdowns in the process. !
Task 1: Conduct a job search !
In the past, Jake has walked into establishments and dropped off his resume in-person. When he 
obtained his current positions as a lifeguard, he received the job through this process. Today, he 
was introduced to online job searching. He started using Google Search and conducted a search 
to learn more about firefighting requirements in Canada, one of his career interests (Figure 3.5). 
The first result sent him to a website with a lot of ads and promoted content. He was annoyed by 
this and returned to his search results. He scrolled down to the sixth search result, which said 
“Firefighting - Service Canada” and decided that this looked relevant enough to click on. It 
redirected him to the Service Canada website (Figure 3.6), where he was provided with 
comprehensive information about the firefighting profession.  

!
!
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Figure 3.6: Jacob discovers a useful information resource on the Service Canada website, where 
he learns more about the employment outlook, education requirements, earning potential, 
lifestyle, and what it takes to become a firefighter in Canada. 

Breakdown: While the website provides Jacob with a lot of useful information, it is all displayed 
in text and he finds himself scanning the webpage for headers and keywords, rather than reading 
all of the text.  

Opportunity: Consider using more audio and visual material as well as infographics and concise 
verbiage to convey job information, as it will be more engaging for millennials. 

Breakdown: Jacob also found the education requirement description confusing and the page did 
not provide him with a hyperlink to any programs or information about applying to firefighter 
training programs.  

He decided to leave the tab open and conduct a second Google search for Ontario colleges, 
which will provide him with additional information on college programs in Ontario and also 
allow him to apply to college directly through their system. 

Task 2: Conduct an education search 

Jacob used Google Search to find the website for Ontario Colleges. The first search result was 
the Ontario Colleges website and he clicked on the hyperlink to be redirected to their website. 
Upon arrival at the Ontario Colleges website, Jacob selected “Find a Program” from the top 
menu navigation and was directed to a list of colleges in Ontario divided by western, central, 
eastern and northern (Figure 3.7). Jacob said that it was difficult to understand where these 
colleges were located because he was not familiar with all of the areas. He also expressed that 
the location of the college he attends matters to him because he would like to remain close to 
home.  

Opportunity: It might be useful if Jacob could browse the different colleges on a map and select 
ones nearest to his home. 



Figure 3.7: Jacob finds it difficult to understand which colleges near his home offer firefighting 
programs because he does not recognize the names of the colleges listed. A map would be a 
better way of displaying this information. 

Breakdown: Jacob selected Centennial College because he lives near Centennial park and 
thought the college might be located nearby (it is not). 

Jacob was provided with a list of every program available at Centennial College and he needed 
to narrow his search results.  

Breakdown: The Ontario Colleges website did not provide any useful search filters; rather, it 
only allowed Jacob to sort his search results by “Program Title” and “Ascending” or 
“Descending”.  

This led Jacob to try and skip ahead to a page where he thought “F” (for firefighter) might be 
found (Figure 3.8).  
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Figure 3.8: Jacob wants to skip ahead to another page, but it is difficult because he can only see 
five page options at a time; the process of finding a firefighter program takes much longer than 
expected. 

Once Jacob found an appropriate program for firefighting at Centennial College, he was able to 
learn more about the admission requirements for the program, which confirmed that he was 
taking the right courses in high school to be competitive for the program.  

Opportunity: Jacob is very interested in speaking with and shadowing firefighters nearby to 
learn more about the profession. He says this would give him more confidence in applying to the 
program. He doesn't know where to look for opportunities to meet other firefighters, and 
expressed an interest in receiving notifications about a new firefighter who joined the network 
that is interested in mentoring prospective firefighters, or attending an open house taking place 
at a fire station nearby. He would find these resources helpful and would like the ability to 
subscribe to notifications. 

Task 3: Conduct a search for education funding 

Jacob’s mother has been contributing funds to an RESP since he was a child and he has enough 
money saved to cover the cost of his tuition. He also has the option to live at home during school 
if he chooses and is able to find a good program nearby. He is not interested in looking into 
funding options at this time because he feels he does not need funding. I informed Jacob that 
there are many grants available to students for a variety of reasons, even those who have enough 
money to cover the cost of their tuition.  

Opportunity: Jacob seemed intrigued and expressed an interest in receiving notifications about 
any potential grants or scholarships that he might be eligible to receive (or apply for). 

3.1.3. Participant 3: Bridget 

Bridget is currently employed full-time in a contract position with a non-profit organization in 
the United States. The organization is involved in wildlife conservation and economic 



development in Africa. Bridget is currently a GIS Analyst for the science department and is 
considering returning to school to complete a Ph.D. in Zoology, which will allow her to obtain 
higher-level positions as a scientist. Bridget is currently living with her common-law partner in 
Canada. She has both U.S. and EU citizenship and would consider relocating from Canada to 
attend a Ph.D. program in the U.S. or an English-speaking country in the EU. Bridget is 
concerned about the number of Ph.D. graduates in the natural sciences, compared with the low 
number of available positions for Ph.D. graduates in her field. In the event that the job market for 
Ph.D. graduates in her field continues to be very poor, she is concerned that obtaining a Ph.D. 
may over qualify her for positions that she would have been able to obtain with her M.Sc. and 
work experience. 

!  
Figure 3.9: Bridget viewing a job posting on the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) website.  
 
Task 1: Conduct a job search 
 
Bridget is interested in learning more about what types of jobs are available for Ph.D. graduates 
to help her determine whether getting a Ph.D. is the right decision at this stage in her career. She 
already has a pretty clear understanding of the type of work that is available to Ph.D. graduates 
in the natural sciences, and she is particularly interested in being a scientist. She decides to start 
by searching for job postings on the WWF website (Figure 3.10).  !!!!!!!!!



Figure 3.10: Bridget has no trouble finding the “Careers” section on the WWF website to assist 
her in searching for open science positions.  
 
During her search for science positions with WWF in Washington, D.C., Bridget discovered a 
dozen or so open positions, most of which were for operations and management professionals 
(Figure 3.9). She decided to open one position that demonstrated some relevance to her interests. 
She learned that the position required a Bachelor’s degree and that a graduate degree was 
preferred, but that the position also required 12 years of experience. She concluded that the 
position required more experience and less education than an individual who was going to 
complete a Ph.D. !
Breakdown: When Bridget opened the job posting to view additional information, she needed to 
read all the way to the bottom to gain information that would help her determine whether this 
position was suitable for her or not.  !
Opportunity: Details such as level, qualifications, salary, and location should be easier to 
uncover early into the search experience. Bridget offered that she could then glance at this 
information and quickly determine if she was qualified or interested in any of the positions rather 
than spending time scrolling down the page to uncover this information.  !
Before she abandoned job searching on the WWF website, Bridget navigated to the “Leadership” 
page to learn more about their leadership team and determine if anyone might be involved in 
work that she would like to do. Upon reading the biography for the Vice President and Chief 
Scientist, Bridget learned that he holds B.S., M.S, and Ph.D. degrees and has prior experience 
with The Nature Conservancy, among other non-governmental organizations (NGOs) (Figure 
3.11). This discovery validated her assumption that a Ph.D was required to obtain work with a 
leading international conservation organization at this level. !



Figure 3.11: Bridget reading the biography of the VP & Chief Scientist at WWF, discovering that 
he holds B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees. !
After concluding her search on the WWF website, Bridget decided to look for open positions at 
the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) (Figure 3.12). 

!
Figure 3.12: After a few moments, Bridget finds the “About Us” section of the WCS website and 
finds the experience less intuitive. !
Bridget conducts an advanced career opportunity search at WCS and it returns four results, none 
of which are a match for her qualifications or career goals (Figure 3.13). Before she leaves the 
website, she visits the “About Us” page to review the senior management staff to learn which 
staff members have obtained a Ph.D. 



  

Figure 3.13: Bridget reviews the career opportunity search results at WCS. !
Task 2: Conduct an education search !
Bridget enters “PhD Zoology” into Google Search to start her education search.  !
Breakdown: Since Bridget is searching for Ph.D. programs from a location in Canada, the first 
search results are for Ph.D. programs in Zoology at Canadian universities. Instead of the search 
results being restricted to Canada, Bridget would have found it more useful if the results 
included schools in North America and perhaps also factored in program rankings. !
Bridget is most interested in learning about the expertise of faculty members within the Zoology 
departments at different schools, as this will help her find a suitable supervisor. She is also 
interested in learning about the reputation of the department, the location of the school, the cost 
of the program, and the actual degree and how it compares with her career interests. !
Bridget selects the Ph.D. program at the University of British Columba from the list of search 
results and peruses the program website (Figure 3.14). !
Breakdown: She is especially interested in learning more about the curriculum and program 
requirements, but is unable to quickly find this information. !
Opportunity: Education providers should conduct user research to understand what information 
is sought after most by applicants, and make this information more prominent and concise on 
program websites. !



Figure 3.14: Bridget reviews the website for the Ph.D. program in Zoology at the University of 
British Columbia (UBC) and feels frustrated by the lack of prominence given to key program 
information. !
Task 3: Conduct a search for education funding !
Bridget searched for grants through the financial aid office at the schools she attended for her 
undergraduate and graduate education, and is only familiar with this process. She recalls 
colleagues of hers receiving funding through the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada (NSERC), so she conducts a new Google Search for “NSERC” and clicks on 
the NSERC website link.  !
Upon arrival at the NSERC website, Bridget finds a link in the left navigation menu for 
“Information for Students and Fellows” and selects it. She is then easily able to find a research 
grant that she might be eligible to apply for (Figure 3.15). She is interested in learning more 
about the eligibility criteria, funding amount, application process, and application deadline. This 
information is clearly displayed in the table provided above-the-fold on the website for the grant, 
along with hyperlinks to read more in-depth information. !!!!!!!!!!



Figure 3.15: Bridget reviews the information provided on the NSERC website for a research 
grant she might be eligible to receiving as a Ph.D student. !
Opportunity: Bridget suggested that funding opportunity search results should be presented as a 
list of what she is eligible to receive (grants and loans) and be ordered by application deadline.


